INTRODUCTION
The families of languages defined by deterministic n-head one-way finite automata, (n-fa), for n >/1, were first investigated by Rosenberg (1966) . (The 1-fa languages are the familiar family of regular sets as described, for example, by Rabin and Scott (1959) ). A basic unresolved question is whether or not the family of languages recognized by n-fa is properly contained in the family recognized by (n + 1)-fa. Although Rosenberg's paper states such a theorem, the proof relies upon a number of unsubstantiated "observations" about the manner in which these devices must operate. It seems to be very difficult to prove that any n-fa must operate in the observed manner. We describe in this paper a different approach toward this problem, which enables us to show that there are 3-fa languages which are not 2-fa recognizable. We are not yet able, however, to extend this technique to the more general problem.
The techniques we develop do not depend upon the determinism of the n-fa nor the requirement that the heads only read, but not write on, the input tape. For these reasons we have introduced a new family of devices: the n-head one-way writing finite automata (n-wfa). In the first section we discuss some relationships between the families of languages these devices recognize and previously defined classes of languages. We also consider some rather straightforward restrictions on the manner in which these devices operate.
It is well known that the family of languages recognized by deterministic (nondeterministic) two-way multihead finite automata is the same as that recognized by deterministic (nondeterministic) log(n)-tape bounded Turing machines. It is straightforward to verify that the family of languages recognized by deterministic (nondeterministic) two-way writing finite automata is the family of languages recognized by deterministic (nondeterministic) linear bounded automata as described, for example, by Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) . For these reasons we restrict our attention primarily to the properties of one-way multihead finite automata.
In Section 2 we consider some of the closure properties of the family of n-wfa languages. It is shown that, for each n >/1, the family of n-wfa languages forms an Abstract Family of Languages (AFL) as described by Ginsburg and Greibach (1969) . We also consider some of the closure properties of the family of deterministic n-wfa languages. For example, the deterministic n-wfa language family, for any n/> 1, is closed under complementation. Some of these closure properties are utilized in Section 4, where it is shown that the set of palindromes, for example, is not 2-wfa recognizable.
In Section 3 we describe a basic component of our proof that there are languages recognized by one-way three-head nonwriting finite automata which can not be recognized by any one-way two-head writing finite automaton. This is done by introducing the concept of turn-sequence complexity for 2-wfa computations. It is shown that a language L is recognized by a 7t(n) turn-sequence bounded 2-wfa M if, and only if, a translated language L' is recognized by a nondeterministic single head (single tape) Turing machine ZM with no more than 0(W(n)) head reversals. Essentially, ZM is constructed to simulate M on some input x by processing a suitably translated string x'. Using this result we show that a hierarchy of 2-wfa languages can be described by varying the turn-sequence complexity bound.
In Section 4 we describe a proof that the language L = {xy # yx I x E {a, b}* and y E {0, 1}*} is not recognized by any 2-wfa. Since L is recognized by a one-way deterministic nonwriting three-head finite automaton, the hierarchy result follows. The proof basically consists of showing that L cannot be a 2-wfa language, since the translated language L' cannot be recognized by a single tape Turing machine unless there are 0(n) head reversals on strings of length n. The same techniques are sufficient to show that the set of palindromes {xx R [ x ~ {a, b}*} is not 2-wfa recognizable.
ONE-WAY MULTIHEAD WRITING AUTOMATA
An n-head writing finite automaton (n-wfa) is a finite state recognition device with a single input tape processed by n one-way read-write heads. At any instant of time the device may perform some combination of the following types of transitions. (a) Move one of its heads to the right, (b) write a symbol on the cell scanned by one of its heads, and (c) change its internal state. The formal definition appears below. DEFINITION 1.1. For n/> 1, a (nondeterministic) one-way n-head writing finite automaton (n-wfa) is an 8-tuple M -~- (S, X, ]~, 3, h, Po, #, F) , where (1) S and f' are finite nonempty sets (of states and tape symbols, respectively),
(2) 27 _C 1" (the set of input symbols),
h: S--~{1, 2,., n} (the head selector function), (6) Po ~ S (the initial state), (7) F_C S (the set of final states).
(q, b, A) E 3(p, a) means that the n-wfa M in state p scanning the symbol a with head h(p) may move to state q, write b over a, and move head h(p) right A squares. We shall say that an n-wfa is deterministic if 3(p, a) is a singleton or empty set, for all p E S and a E 2'. An n-wfa is nonwriting if (q, b, A) ~ 3(p, a) implies that b = a, for all p, q E S and A E {0, 1}.
An instantaneous description (ID) of an n-wfa M = ( S, Z, 1", 3, h, P o , #, F ) is a triple (s, w,f) , where s is a state in S, w is a string in/-'*, andfis a function from {1, 2,..., n} to the natural numbers. The ID (s, w, f) denotes the situation where M is in state s, the tape contains the string w, and, for all i (1 ~ i ~ n), head i is scanning cell f(i) of the tape. (Cell one is assumed to be the one containing the leftmost symbol of w and the count increases from left to right.) The move relation F M between id's is defined as follows: (p, w,f) k M (q, x, g) if, for some wl,w e~/'* and a,b~/~, (1) w ~wlaw 2 and x =wlbw~, (S, Z, 11, 3, h, Po, #, F) be an n-wfa, for some n ~ 1. The language accepted by M, denoted by T(M), is: P0, x#,f0) ]-M*(q, w, fe), for some qEF and we/"*} ()Co is the function which is identically 1 and fe is the function which is identically I x I + 1.)
Let -/¢r (:/Up) denote the family of all languages accepted by n-wfa (deterministic n-wfa). Let =go (oF D) be the corresponding families for the nonwriting n-head one-way finite automata. Obviously, ~/#, is the family of regular sets. We may for convenience and without any loss of generality make certain assumptions about the types of computations performed by n-wfa. For example, since an n-wfa may write on its input tape, it can detect the situation where two or more heads are scanning the same square. Hence, if in some computation head two, for example, moves across head one, then one may construct a new n-wfa that detects this crossing and prevents it by exchanging the roles of the two heads. In this manner one can construct an n-wfa M' from any given n-wfa M such that M' and M accept the same language and the heads of M' do not cross each other. In the case of a nondeterministic n-wfa we may easily convince ourselves that the endmarker (as specified in Definition 1.2) is superfluous, since an n-wfa may "guess" the location of the rightmost cell, act as if an endmarker is immediately to the right, and then verify that its guess is correct. We shall assume throughout the remainder of this paper that the endmarker is not present and that the heads do not cross in any computation by a nondeterministic n-wfa.
In an early paper Kuroda (1964) showed that every context-free language can be accepted by a deterministic linear bounded automaton. A similar technique demonstrates that every n-wfa language is recognized by a deterministic linear bounded automaton. (A linear bounded automaton need only enumerate in order all the possible computations of the given k-wfa and check whether one of these computations is an accepting computation. Since a k-wfa accepts a word of length n in con steps, for some constant c o >/1, if it accepts at all, this enumeration is possible within linear space.) It is unknown whether there is a tape bound L(n) that grows less rapidly than a linear function such that every n-wfa language can be recognized by a deterministic L(n)-tape-bounded Turing machine. However, it can be shown that a log(n)-complete language for NP (see Cook (1971) or Karp (1972) for a discussion of NP-complete languages) is recognized by a nondeterministic 2-wfa. 1 This implies from the work of Jones (1973) and Meyer and Stockmeyer (1973) that the 2-wfa languages can be recognized in (log(n)) 7~ space, 1 A language L is log (n)-complete for NP (the family of languages recognized in nondeterministic polynomial time) if (1)L is in NP, and (2) for all L" in NP, L" .< log L. The definition of the relation <log is found in Jones (1973) and Meyer and Stockmeyer (1973) .
for some k/> 1, if, and only if, the family of all languages recognized in polynomial time by nondeterministic Turing machines can be recognized in (log(n)) ~ space.
We now describe this example of an NP-complete language which a 2-wfa can recognize. The language is essentially an encoding of the KNAPSACK problem described in a recent paper by Karp (1972) . In the KNAPSACK problem one is given k-k 1 natural numbers el, n 2 .... , nk and m, and one is to decide whether or not ~i nixi = m has a 0-1 valued solution vector x. In this encoding of the problem we want to represent the natural numbers in binary with the low-order digits first and to insist that there be a sufficient number of zeros after the last high-order digit to write the partial sums as they are created. The language will be defined informally by describing a 2-wfa M that recognizes it. Let M be presented with a string of the form n 1 ~ n~ # "'n k ## m, then M will nondeterministically select, in sequence, strings nq, nq ,..., n~,, form in succession the partial sums ni~ , nq -+-ni~ , nl 1 ~-ni~ @ ni~ ,..., then check if the last sum so created is equal to m. M can calculate these partial sums by using one head to read the previously calculated sum and the other head to read the next number, say n~-, to be added. M writes the value of the new sum on the portion of the tape formerly used to represent nj-(if there is not sufficient tape before the next "~," then M stops and rejects the input). At some point M nondeterministically decides that the sum created is equal to m and using its two heads compares the sum with m to verify its decision. If the sum is equal to m, then M accepts. Otherwise, M rejects the input.
Since the family of languages recognized by deterministic (nondeterministic two-way multihead nonwriting finite automata is identical to the family of languages recognized by deterministic (nondeterministic) log(n)-tape bounded Turing machines (see Hartmanis, 1972) , it would appear that the ability to write on the tape adds considerable computation power. In fact, one can easily show that a deterministic 2-wfa can be constructed to recognize the language L = {07~[ k is a perfect square} which cannot be recognized by any nonwriting one-way multihead finite automaton. (See Harrison and Ibarra, 1968; Sudborough, 1974 .) A 2-wfa to recognize L need only create successively larger "blocks" of odd length on the input using its two heads to measure distances. If the input is exhausted after writing some number of these "blocks" of odd length, then the length of the input is a perfect square. From this it follows immediately that ~qz°~(~q~ D) is properly contained in the family ~gf~(o#/" v), for all n/> 2.
By an algorithm similar to the one described above one may observe that each of the languages L,~ = {0 ~ ] k = n m, for some n ~> 1}, for m ~> 1, is recognized by a deterministic m-wfa. Since it is known that La is not recognized by any one-way nondeterministic stack automaton (Hopcroft and Ullman, 1969) , the families ~D, for n >~ 3, contain some languages not recognized by any one-way stack automata (and, moreover, some languages that are not context-free).
We also note that the family of languages recognized by n-wfa is larger than the family of languages generated by equal matrix grammars as defined by Siromoney (1969) . In fact, the equal matrix languages are recognized by one-way nonwriting nondeterministic multihead finite automata. (This fact can be ascertained by utilizing the relationship between equal matrix languages and multitape finite automata as described by Ibarra, 1970.) The last relationship between the n-wfa languages and previously defined classes of languages that we mention is with the family of languages recognized by real-time buffer automata as defined by ¥ollmar (1970) . The family of 2-wfa languages is identical to the family of languages recognized by nondeterministic buffer automata that can add at most some fixed constant number of symbols to the buffer between moves of the input head. Vollmar (1970) showed that the language L = {uv2u, uv2v ] u ~ {0, 1}*, v ~ {a, b}*} is not recognized by any deterministic real-time buffer automaton. L is recognized, however, by a deterministic 2-wfa. (Details of this and other constructions can be found in the author's dissertation. (See Sudborough, 1971 ).)
SOME ]~LEMENTARY CLOSURE PROPERTIES
The object of this section is to describe some of the closure properties of the families qg'~ and qg'D, for n >/2. We will see that qY~, for all n, is an Abstract Family of Languages (AFL) as defined by Ginsburg and Greibach (1969) . q/pD is closed under intersection with regular sets, inverse homomorphism, and complementation. Some of these closure properties will be utilized in describing some simple languages which are not 2-wfa recognizable.
It follows essentially from the nondeterminism of an n-wfa that q//'~ is closed under substitution into regular sets. For instance, let R C X* be a regular set and, for each ai in 27 let a(ai) be a language in qdP~. An n-wfa M can be constructed to recognize a(R) as follows: M guesses, a symbol at a time, some string ala ~ "" an • For each ai, M verifies, with the n-wfa Ms that recognizes a (ai) , that the next portion of the input is in a(a~), and keeps track in its finite control of what state the finite automaton MR (that recognizes R) is in after the string ala2 "'" at • If the whole input string is used up and MR is in a final state, then M accepts. Thus, M will recognize precisely those strings in ~(R). (A detailed description of these and other constructions in this section are in the author's thesis.) Thus, we have LEMMA 2.1. Let n >~ 1. If R C X* is a regular set and, for each ai ~ Z, a is a substitution such that a(ai) is an n-wfa language, then a(R) is an n-wfa language.
COROLLARY 2.1. Y£'n is closed under union, concatenation, and Kleene star (closure).
The latter result follows from the fact that the family of regular sets is the smallest family of sets containing the finite sets and closed under union, concatenation, and Kleene star (closure). It is unknown whether the above results are also valid for deterministic or nonwriting multihead finite automata. We conjecture that, in general, they are not true. We can only show at the moment, however, that the families ~2 D and "~2 D are not closed under union (and, therefore, under substitution into regular sets). The nonclosure facts are derived in the last section.
Let M be an arbitrary (writing or nonwriting) one-way multihead finite automaton and M R be an arbitrary finite automaton. Let M recognize the language L and MR recognize the regular set R. Then L n R may be recognized by a one-way multihead automaton which simulates M on the input and keeps track simultaneously of the state of MR in its finite control. Thus, we may obtain the following.
LEMMA 2.2. For each n >/1, the families 7~, ~D, 5~, ~ D are closed under intersection with regular sets.
Let h be a homomorphism defined from strings over the alphabet Z7 to strings over the alphabet d. IfL G A* is a one-way n-head finite automaton language, then h-~(L) ~ {x ~ X* [ h(x) ~ L} is also a one-way n-head finite automaton language. IfL is recognized by a n-wfa M, then we may construct a n-wfa M' that reads successive symbols of the input tape and simulates the n-wfa M on the homomorphie image of these symbols. (The image may be stored in the finite control). If M accepts the image string, then M' accepts. It follows that M' recognizes h-l(L). Thus, we obtain the following.
L~MMA 2.3. For each n >/1, the families ~ , yf~D, Eft, and ~D are closed under inverse homomorphism mappings.
The set L =-{0 ~ [ k is a perfect square} is an e-free homomorphic image of the deterministic one-way two-head (nonwriting) finite automata language L' = {ab~a 5 "'" a 4~+1 [ n >~ 0} Lb {ab~a ~ "" b 4~+~ I n >/0}. Since L is not recognized by any nonwriting one-way multihead automaton (as we indicated in the introduction), ~ and ~c:n9 are not closed under e-free homomorphism, for any n/> 2.
We can, however, show that ~ is closed under e-free homomorphism, for any n/> 1. Let M be an n-wfa and h an e-free homomorphism. Construct the n-wfa M' which guesses successively symbols a~, verifies that the next sequence of symbols on the tape is h(a~) with the leading head, replaces h(ai) by a~ on the tape, and simulates the original n-wfa M on the newly written string of symbols. It follows that M' recognizes a string if, and only if, it is a homomorphic image of a string recognized by M. The reader should be able to convince himself that an n-wfa can perform the steps described above. Thus, we have
LEMMA 2.4. For all n >~ 1, 7#/'~ is closed under e-free homomorphism.
It follows that ~¢Y~ is an Abstract Family of Languages, i.e., W'~ is closed under union, concatenation, Kleene star, intersection with regular sets, inverse homomorphism, and e-free homomorphism. It is unknown, as yet, whether ~D is closed, in general, under e-free homomorphism. It follows from the observation that a deterministic one-way nonwriting two-head finite automaton can recognize a set of strings describing computations by a fixed Turing machine that ~/F,, ~/pD, ~C~a, ~D are not closed under (erasing) homomorphism. (Otherwise, every recursively enumerable set would be recognized by a 2-wfa, but we know that these languages are all context-sensitive.)
It is noted, also, that the families ~#/'~ and ~ are closed under the operation of reversal. We shall not need that fact here, however, and the interested reader is referred to Sudborough (1971) . One can also show that the families oocP~ 9 and "t¢"~ D, for n >/1, are closed under complementation. The proof is similar to the construction for deterministic pushdown automata as described by Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) . Once can show that each deterministic n-wfa can be replaced by a deterministic n-wfa which recognizes the same set and always reads the entire input string and does not loop. The result then follows by defining a new deterministic n-wfa in which the final and nonfinal states are switched. Thus, we may obtain. LEMMA 2.5. For all n ~ 1, ?g/" D and ~ 9 are closed under complementation.
TURN-SEQuENCE COMPLEXITY AND 2-WFA
We now restrict our investigation of n-head writing finite automata to the case n = 2. For 2-wfa we shall obtain a method which is useful for proving that certain simple languages are not recognizable. The basic component in the method is to translate a languageL recognized by a 2-wfa M into a language L' recognized by a single head (single tape) Turing machine ZM. The translation will be efficient in the sense that we economize on the number of times the head of Z v reverses its direction on the tape. The number of reversals that the Turing machine makes will depend upon the computation of the 2-wfa. The purpose of the translation is to allow the use of the classical "counting" methods of showing languages are not recognizable by reversal bounded single tape Turing machines in showing that certain languages are not 2-wfa recognizable.
The reader should recall that for 2-wfa we may assume that head one is always to the right of, or on the same square as, head two. The turn sequence p(0), p(1) ..... p(k) defined by the accepting computation of a 2-wfa M on an input word x defines a "partition" of the tape cells which initially contain x. That is, let the ith tape segment, for 1 ~ i ~< h, be the cells numbered p(i-1) through p(i) --1. This partition satisfies the following property. The cells in the first tape segment are passed over by the leading head before the trailing head moves right from cell one, and, in the more general case, the cells in the/th tape segment are passed over by head one while head two is passing over the cells in tape segment (i --1) and the first cell of tape segment i.
If a single tape Turing machine ZM is to be designed to simulate a computation by a 2-wfa M, then Z M would seem to need to know the symbols scanned by both heads of M. However, to simply send the head of ZM back and forth on the given input string to see what symbols are scanned by each head would require more head reversals in general than we are willing to allow. Instead, we translate the input word x by merging (as we shall describe shortly) the symbols initially in the second tape segment into the symbols initially in the first tape segment, calling the result x(2), and, in general, merging the symbols in the/th tape segment into the string x(i --1). If the symbols are merged in such a manner that between symbols j and j q-1 of the original input are placed the symbols passed over by head one before head two moves right from cell j @ 1, then a nondeterministic single tape Turing machine ZM can be designed to simulate the 2-wfa M without too many head reversals. In fact, ZM may be designed to simulate M in such a way that it makes only k left-to-right passes over the translated input word, where k is the length of the turn sequence of the simulated 2-wfa computation. The details of this merging process are now described. 
(2) t(i q~ 1) is the sequence obtained by inserting into t(i) immediately after each element p(i--1) 4-j (0 ~j ~ ni)
the sequence /1, 12 ,..., l~, if head one passes over cells /1, lz ,..., l~ while head two is scanning cell p(i--1) q-j q-1. (Note that the sequence /1, lz,..., l~ may be empty.) Since xi+l is the sequence of cells passed over by head one while head two is scanning the cells p(i --1) + 1, p(i --1) q-2,...,p(i), this step merely inserts xi+~ into the previous sequence.
Let w(~) denote the final sequence t(h), which is a permutation of{l, 2 ..... n}. If x is the string of symbols ala2 ... an, and ~ is a permutation of {1, 2,..., n}, then x~ will denote the string of symbols a,(~)a,(z) "'" a~(~). For example, let ~ be a computation of a 2-wfa M on a word x which defines a turn sequence p(O), p(1),..., p(k). Z M can recognize x~(e) by making k leftto-right passes over the input tape. On the first pass Z M selects nondeterministically the positions in x~(e) of the symbols passed over before head two moves right from cell one. (These symbols are replaced by whatever head one writes.) When ZM observes that M moves head two right, then Z~t moves its head all the way back to begin another left-to-right pass. In general on any left-to-right pass Z M will (1) read the symbols scanned by head two of M (these are just the symbols written on the preceding left-to-right pass), (2) nondeterministically select the position of the symbols in x~( 0 passed over by head one during this segment of the computation, and (3) determine that another left-to-right pass must be initiated by detecting that there are no more symbols to be read by head two to the right of its current position. Note that Z M will erase those symbols it finds on a left-to-right pass that are to be read by head two of M, since this prevents the error of reading these symbols on subsequent passes. If M enters a final state then Z M will make one further pass over the input to observe whether or not all symbols have been erased. If all symbols are erased, then Z M accepts. Otherwise, Z M rejects the input. We now describe the algorithm that Z M uses in its simulation of M on the translated language L'(M).
(1) On the first left-to-right pass Z m will nondeterministically select a sequence of symbols as input to head one of M. These symbols will be replaced by whatever head one of M writes over these symbols. The first symbol written on this pass is also stored in the finite control of Z m in order that Z M will know what symbol is scanned by head two of M. When Z M discovers that a transition of M moves head two to the right, Z u moves its head all the way back to the left and begins step [2].
(2) Z M makes another left-to-right pass. In so doing it obtains nondeterministically a sequence of new symbols to be read by head one of M and it obtains in a deterministic manner the symbols written during the preceding pass to be read by head two of M. The symbols written during the preceding pass are processed by Z m in the sequence that they appear. (We can assume that these symbols are over a distinct alphabet so that they can be located and processed in sequence deterministically.) Each symbol written during the preceding pass is erased to prevent reading it again in subsequent passes. When Z u discovers that head two of M needs a new symbol and there are no more of the symbols written during the preceding pass to the right, then Z u initiates another pass by moving the head all the way to the left and re-entering step (2). If, on the other hand, Z u discovers that M enters a final state, then Z M enters step (3). If ZM needs a symbol for head one that does not exist or that can only be obtained by moving past a symbol that was written on the preceding pass, then Z M rejects the input. (In general, Z M never has any symbols to the left of its head position that were written during preceding passes.) (3) ZM checks that the input tape is completely erased. If so, ZM accepts the input. Otherwise, ZM rejects the input.
A 2-wfa M is said to be W(n)-turn bounded if every accepting computation on a word of length n defines only turn sequences of length ~V(n) or less. The following theorem relates turn bounded 2-wfa to reversal bounded single tape Turing machines. The reader is referred to a paper by Hartmanis (1966) for properties of the reversal bound complexity measure.
THEOREM 3.1. If M is a T(n)-turn bounded 2-wfa, then L'(M) is accepted by an o(hr/(n))-reversal bounded single tape nondeterministic Turing machine.
Proof. We must show that ZM recognizes the language L'(M) with at most cW(n) head reversals on input of length n, for some fixed constant c>0.
Suppose Z M recognizes a string x'. Since ZM is designed to simulate the 2-wfa M, the sequence of steps it simulates describes an accepting computation ~: of M on some input word x. (Note that since Z M is designed to pick up in sequence the symbols written by head one of M for input to head two, we are ensured that the steps Z M performs does describe a valid computation of M on some word x.) Since Z M checks at the end of its simulation of M that all symbols are erased, it follows that ZM accepts the string x' = x~(e). That is, Z M accepts only those strings that have been translated according to Definition 3.2. Furthermore, if ZM makes k left-to-right passes (not including the final check for the erasure of all symbols), then the turn sequence defined by ~ is of length h. It follows, since M is hV(n)-turn bounded, that ZM is 0(W(n))-reversal bounded.
On the other hand, if M accepts a word x by a computation s e, then the definition of x~(e) ensures that Z M will be able to make an appropriate sequence of choices to find the correct input symbols for both heads of M. Thus there is an accepting computation of Z M on x~(e). Furthermore, if the turn sequence defined by ~ is of length k, then ZM will have an accepting computation with k left-to-right passes (and, hence, at most 2k head reversals).
Let ~/~(h) and ~D(k) denote the family of languages recognized by nondeterministic (deterministic) two-head one-way writing finite automata such that no accepting computation defines a turn sequence of length greater than h, for k >/1. We describe an infinite hierarchy of 2-wfa language families by the following corollary to Theorem 3.1. Suppose Lk E ~(k + 1). Let M be the 2-wfa which recognizes L~ without defining any turn sequences of length greater than k + 1. By Theorem 3.1, Lk' is recognized by a single tape nondeterministic Turing machine which makes only finitely many head reversals on any input word. It follows from an early result of Hennie (1965) that L~' must be a regular set. Any turn sequence defined by an accepting comutation s e of M on a word of length n must leave one block "turn-free," since the first and last element of each such turn sequence are 1 and n -F-1, respectively. In other words, since there are k blocks and only h --1 elements of a turn sequence to be placed among them, one block of any input x of the form a~.~b~ will not contain any element of the turn sequence. It follows from Definition 3.2 that this string a~.~b~ ~ appears in its original order in x~(e). (Note that although these symbols may not be contiguous in x~(e), they will appear in the original order.) This means, however, that L k' can not be a regular set, which is a contradiction. That is, for any positive integer n there is an i such that ai'~bi ~ appears in the given order in some string x' of L~' and no other occurences of ai or bi exist in x'. Thus, by a standard "counting" argument, no finite state automaton can recongnize Lj.
On the other hand it is straightforward to construct a deterministic oneway writing two-head finite automaton that defines only turn sequences of length h + 2 and recognizes LTd. Since "/~2(k + 1) C ~/~(k -l-2) and "#/'2D(h + 1) C ~/#2D(k + 2), the results follow.
[]
ON 2-WFA LANGUAGES
In this section we describe some languages which cannot be recognized by any 2-wfa. For example, we show that the language L = {xy2yxlx {0, 1}* and y ~ {a, b}*} is not recognized by any 2-wfa. It is straightforward to verify, however, that L is recognized by a deterministic one-way threehead writing finite automaton. The set of palindromes L 0 = {x2x R ] x {0, 1}*} is an example of a deterministic context-free language which is not 2-wfa recognizable. Although we do not have a proof we conjecture that L 0 is also not recognized by any n-wfa, for n/> 3.
Our method of proof is to suppose that the language L were recognized by a 2-wfa M. We show that accepting computations by M on words of length n must define turn sequences of length at most W(n), where lira .... (~(n)/n) = 0. By Theorem 3.1 there must, therefore, exist a nondeterministic single tape Turing machine Z M that makes at most 0(~(n)) head reversals and recognizes the translated language L'. A contradiction is then obtained by showing that no single tape Turing machine can recognize L' unless it makes 0(n) head reversals on input of length n. Thus, the supposition that L is 2-wfa recognizable is untenable.
We begin by describing a family of languages such that any 2-wfa that recognizes a language in the family is ~(n)-turn bounded, where limn_,~o (~(n)/n) = 0. This is the family of nonrepetitive languages. DEFINITION 4.1. A language L _C X* is repetitive if there exist strings x, y, z ~ 27* such that y :/: e and xyez ~L, for all k ) 0.
A memory state of a 2-wfa M ~- (S, 27, 1", 3, h, Po, #, F 
Using the fact that q = p ~2i~__-11 ~i, we may rewrite these sums as
where l is the length of the turn sequence defined by ~. The above statement is clearly equivalent to the statement that 1 < E • [ w 1, since p > E -1.
The following corollary follows immediately from Theorem 3.1. Turing machine, where limn_, , (7t(n) Proof. Suppose L0 were recognized by some 2-wfa. Let hi be the homomorphism defined by h~(ai) =-0 ~ 1 0 i, hl(bi) ~ 0 i+3 1 0 i+3, for 1 ~ i ~< 3, and h~(2) = 2. Let Z~ be the alphabet {ai, b~}, for 1 ~< i ~< 3, and let R be the regular set ZI*ZE*Z~* 2 Za*Z~*ZI*. Then L~ ~-h~a(Lo) c5 R is in ~g~2, since ~ is closed under inverse homomorphism and intersection with regular sets. L 1 is the language {xlxEx 3 2 x~nxzRxl R ]xi C Zi* }. Since L 1 is not a repetitive language, it must be recognized by a 7t(n)-turn bounded 2-wfa M1, where lim ....
COROLLARY 4.1. Let M be a 2-wfa. If T(M) is not repetitive, then L'(M) is recognized by an O(T(n))-reversal bounded single tape nondeterministic
We show next that there is some constant c > 0 such that for any word w = xzx32xaRx2 R of length n, where xi e Zi*, there is some word x 1 E 271" of length at most cn such that during any accepting computation ~ on xlwxl R there is at most one element of the turn sequence defined by ~ in the portion of the tape initially containing w. That is, when the first head scans xl R for the first time, the second head must be still scanning a cell in the portion of tape initially containing x 1 . This can be observed by noting that for x n , xle ~ 21" (xll =7/= x12), the memory state entered in any accepting computation after xllw must be distinct from the memory state entered after xl~w. (Otherwise, xnwxfe would be accepted by M1, but it is not in L 1 .) There are s ~i=o tl ~ stn+l memory states of length less than or equal to n, where s is the number of states and t the number of tape symbols that M 1 possesses. There are 2 c~ words of length cn over the binary alphabet 271. Since one can always choose a value for c such that 2 c~* > sU +1, the result follows.
Let M 2 be a W(n)-turn bounded 2-wfa that operates as follows. IV/e on input x does whatever M 1 does, except that if M 1 ever scans with both heads simultaneously cells of the tape which initially contained symbols not in Z' 1 , then M S stops and rejects the input. 2~I e can do this by simulating M 1 but leaving information on each cell about the original symbol occurring there. It follows that 2VI e accepts a subset L e ofL 1 . This subset satisfies the property that for each w = x2x32xaRx2 R of length n there exists an x 1 of length at most cn such that xlwxl R is in L e . Furthermore, there is never more than one element of any turn sequence defined by an accepting computation of M on xlWXl R in the portion of the tape initially containing w.
Let h 2 be the homomorphism such that h2(al) = he(b1) = e and h2(a) = ~, for all symbols not in 271 . It follows that, for any accepting computation ~: by Me on a word x, he(x~(e) ) is one of the following strings, for some xi, Nil , Xi2 ~ ~i $,
Ra22.R These strings correspond to the four cases in which the element of the turn sequence is in that segment of the tape initially containing x 2 , xa, Xa R, or x2 R, respectively. In each case, h2 (x,,(e) ) contains a word of the form xixi R or xi2xl R (underlined above), for i ~ 2 or i z 3. Note that this word of the form xixi R or xi2xi R always occurs at that point in h2(x~(e) ) where the symbols change from the alphabet {ae, be, 2} to {aa, ba, 2} (or vice versa) for the first time. Let M, be the e-free generalized sequential machine (gsm) described in Fig. 1 Since L 2 is recognized by a hV(n)-turn bounded 2-wfa, where lim~_,~o • By our previous discussion it follows that there is a constant c > 0 such that for every string x e {a, b}* of length n there is a string y of length cn in M~(L2' ) C_ h'~l({xx R ] x e {a, b}*}) such that y e h~l(xxR). For each of these 2 ~ strings x the nondeterministic single tape Turing machine must have a different crossing sequence on y e h~(xx R) between that segment of the tape containing initially x and that containing x R. (See Hennie (1965) or Hopcroft and Ullman (1969) for a general discussion of crossing sequences and a proof that {xx R Ix e{a, b}*} requires crossing sequences of length proportional to the input length. The basic idea here is that for xlxl R and
The arrow from state 1 to state 2 with the label a2/O in the described gsm, for example, means that M~ has a transition from state 1 to state 2 under input as and simultaneously outputs the symbol 0.
xzx2 R any crossing sequences between x 1 and xl R must be distinct from a crossing sequence between x 2 and x2 R, when x 1 :/: x2, since otherwise t xlxz R would be in the language.) There are ~i=o si ~ st+l crossing sequences of length at most t; therefore, since s t+l ~ 2 n, we have that t ~ dn for some constant d. This implies that the Turing machine makes dn head reversals on a string of length cn, which contradicts the fact that M~(L2' ) is recognized by a 7t(n)-reversal bounded nondeterministic single tape Turing machine.
Thus the deterministic context-free language L 0 is not recognized by any 2-wfa.
[] THEOREM 4.3. The 3-fa language L = {xy2yx ] x ~ {0, I}* and y ~ {a, b}*} is not recognized by any 2-wfa.
Proof. The reader will observe that the steps used in the proof of Theorem 4.1 are equally applicable here. Since it also takes 0(n) head reversals for the recognition of {xxlx c{0, 1}*} by a single tape nondeterministic Turing machine, the result follows.
[] Since L is recognized by a deterministic one-way nonwriting three-head finite automaton, we obtain the following containments. Proof. This follows from the fact that the languages L 1 and L 2 in the proof of Corollary 4.2 are recognized by deterministic 2-fa and that ~" and &O2D are closed under complementation.
[~ COROLLARY 4.4. ~D and ~z D are not closed under e-free homomorphism.
Proof. Since A°~ ° and "/~2 9 are closed under complementation, the complement of the language L is not recognized by any deterministic 2-wfa. It follows that the language L z ~ {wx2yz [ w, z ~ {0, 1}*, x, y ~ {a, b}*, and
